










PERFORMER

José Torres-Tama | Writer | Performer | Director
Ecuadorian-born José Torres-Tama is an interdisciplinary troublemaker, 
a published playwright and poet, and award-winning visual and 
performance artist. His creative arsenal challenges the anti-immigrant 
hysteria in GrinGolandia. ALIENS is his acclaimed Sci-fi Latino Noir solo 
that’s sold-out theaters in Houston, Minneapolis, New Orleans, and the 
Los Angeles Theater Center.

















































DANZANTES DEL ALBA | DANCERS OF THE DAWN
October 7, at 7:30 PM | October 8, at 7:00 PM | October 9, at 2:00 PM





































PERFORMERS
Roshanak Jaberi | Ensemble
Iranian-born Canadian artist, producer, director, and a Dora nominated 
choreographer and performer with a career that spans over 20 years. She is 
also the founding artistic director of Jaberi Dance Theatre, based in Toronto. 
Described as a “force to reckon with,” she has created and co-created over 30 
works in dance, visual arts, film and music, has performed in numerous dance 
works, and has presented her work in Canada and Internationally. Roshanak 
is the recipient of the ISPA-International Society of Performing Arts Global 
Fellowship (2020, 2021) and the Chalmers Arts Fellowship (2019), and holds a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts with Honours from York University. She has been a guest 
speaker and lecturer in various forums,and her work has been referenced in 
adult education courses and in critical pedagogy at the University of Toronto.

Falciony Patiño | Ensemble
From Funza, Colombia and began training in Colombian folk dance at the age of 
seven with the group Zaquesazipa. He has since experimented with folk dance, 
ballet, contemporary dance, afro dance traditions, urban dance, and capoeira, in 
addition to parkour. He studied dance at the Academy of Arts of Bogota, during 
which he joined the folk group Orkeseos. In 2009 he moved to Toronto to join Ballet 
Creole. In 2015 he was part of Amalgama in the Pan American Games and in 2016 
danced for Kaha:Wi Dance Theatre as a part  of The Honoring. Since 2017, he has 
been performing in Mistatim with Red Sky Performance.















We believe that when people 
participate in their community, 
good things can happen. 

Proud to support Aluna Theatre

Through the TD Ready Commitment, TD 
supports arts and culture events, initiatives 
and organizations across North America that 
amplify diverse voices. It’s just one of the 
ways we’re helping to open doors for a more 
inclusive and sustainable tomorrow.

Learn more at td.com/artsandculture
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Additionally, for Theatre Passe Muraille


